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Green: A Field Guide to Marijuana is required reading for a new generation of curious and

sophisticated pot smokers. Presented in an eye-popping package and filled with hyperdetailed

photography of individual buds, this essential guide to marijuana is smart, practical, and exceedingly

beautiful. The "Primer" section explores the culture of this complex flower and explains the botany

that makes each strain unique. The "Buds" section describes the variations of lineage, flavor, and

mental or physical high that define 170 exceptional strains. Poised to become the go-to marijuana

guide for recreational and medicinal users alike, Green is easy to pick up and impossible to put

down.
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"Author Dan Michaels and photography Erik Christiansen have broken down the hundreds of strains

..pairing each type with gorgeous, high-quality imagery" -Mashable"an impossibly beautiful

lookbook" -Willamette Week"a handsomely produced coffee-table book...One hundred and seventy

strains of grass are described in terms familiar to oenophiles. 'Blue Kush is a tasty combination of

blueberry and lavender sweetness contrasted with subtle sour and spice undertones,' Michaels

writes. In the eye-catching photography of Erik Christiansen, samples of those strains appear as

curious abstractions created by 'color correction techniques' that presumably bring the buds to life in

the cannabis equivalent of Technicolor."-Shepherd Express"The Most Beautiful Book About Weed

You've Ever Seen.. It's a comprehensive A-to-Z guide to marijuana strains. With weed porn photos



by Erik Christiansen...the book avoids the hippie-stoner visual cliches long associated with weed in

the popular imagination." -FastCoDesign"Of the dozens of marijuana books that fill the shelves each

year, Dan Michaels and Erik Christiansen's book Green has received the most critical acclaim. The

large coffeetable book is part cannabis research (Michaels), part beautiful cannabis photography

(Christiansen)... it goes into depth about everything from botany to flavor."-The Daily Beast"Finally!

A highly specific, rainbow-free encyclopedia of marijuana! Written by Dan Michaels with photos from

Erik Christiansen, Green: A Field Guide to Marijuana is rigorous in it's coverage of everything from

bud biology to paraphernalia, with entries on how to roll, smoking etiquette (don't hit and run, brah!),

and 75 words on whatever the hell QWISO is. Plus it's got more than 150 high resolution pictures of

the stinkiest, gnarliest, hold-me-I'm-loosing-it strains of ganja you've ever laid eyes upon." -GQ

Magazine

Dan Michaels is the founder of SinseMedia, a cannabis research and insight group. Alongside his

savvy branding and marketing background, he brings his experience and connoisseurship in

cannabis culture to his work as a consultant and strategist for the emerging legal marijuana industry.

He lives in Connecticut.Erik Christiansen uses specialized macro photography and color correction

techniques to capture the true essence of the marijuana flower with unparalleled detail. Erik founded

and currently runs Nugshots.com, a photography blog dedicated to showcasing the varied beauty of

the cannabis flower. He lives in California.

Excellent book, they don't cover every strain (how could they), and there are a couple minor errors:

leaving out traditional pressed kief hash that us old schoolers prefer, the definition of spliff (simply,

the english call their joints spliffs, they smoke their joints with tobacco mixed in as do a fair chunk of

europeans for some unknown reason, the jamacian joint being called a spliff is due to the british

colonialism and the jamacians being smart enough to ditch the backy.) All in all an excellent coffee

table / art book for the cannabis lover to show people new to cannabis, on the day it arrived I had

occasion to bring it out to show a non smoker then later that day a novice smoker. Mind you, I

suspect that says more about me than the book ;)It's everything you'd expect a guidebook to be.

Look at the sample pages and decide if this is for you.

WOW! I just got my book today and am blown away! The photography, writing, information,

packaging ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€•everything about this book is of the highest quality I've ever seen in a

cannabis book. A must have for anyone interested in cannabis.



What a beautiful book! In places where cannabis is legal, this would be a lovely coffee table book,

although it is not as large as most coffee table books. I got this as a gift for someone, and he

LOVES it. The book construction itself is very high quality, with a beautiful cut-out title in the hard

cover, encased in a plastic dust cover of sorts to ensure it stays in pristine condition for a long time.

Thick, glossy pages. Really, a gorgeous book.Content-wise, it is basically a guide to many, many

different strains of cannabis, with lots of information about lineage and effects in kind of an outline

format (no long paragraphs to search through for the pertinent information), alongside stunning

photos of representative buds. A delight to thumb through. More of a cannabis-lover's eye-candy

book than an instruction manual or textbook.

I heard about this book from another website and ordered it through . I've lately become fascinated

with the world of marijuana and it's journey to legalization. This book begins with a great history of

marijuana and details of the different strains and where they came from. The pictures that show the

different strains are beautiful and it's fun to see the details of the strains you hear about music,

movies, and see on the news. I would recommend this book to anyone looking to learn more about

this plant.

Ordered this for a friend who's interested in the subject. Who'd a thunk they'd eventually be

publishing beautiful/full color paged coffee table type books on this particular topic. She found it to

be well written/up to date & informative. I lost interest in the subject over 50 years ago, but I'm from

a different generation.

This book has great photos of different strains and for each includes information on the heritage,

smell, experience, and potential medical uses. Due to the relative lack of medical research available

the medical uses in this guide are suggestions, which the author acknowledges.

Fascinating and educational. Takes a level, scientific look at Cannabis and its medicinal and social

uses. So many buds, so little time.

!!!WOW!!!! If you want to know about Marijuana, this is a "Must Have!" Good information and great

photos. Dan Michaels has put together a fine new book. Great "coffee table" book, and starts many

a conversation. Interesting cover, never seen one like it.
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